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kuzatiladi: “gup etib urmoq” birligida, “qattiq urmoq”, birdan taralmoq birligida “o’tkir”,
“ortiq darajadagi hid anqimoq” guppullab yog’moq birligi esa “tez-tez”, “ko’p-ko’p
yog’moq” semalari mavjud.
Shunga ko’ra, qor leksemasi bilan sintagmatik munosabatga kirishuvchi uchqunlamoq va
guppullamoq leksemalari semalaridagi darajalanish muayyan zidlanishni ham yuzaga
chiqaradi. Zidlanishning asosi esa harakatning tezlik, ortiqlik belgisi sanaladi.
Foydalanilgan adabiyotlar
1. O’zbek tilining izohli lug’ati: II-tom.599-bet.
2. Iskandarova Sh.M. O’zbek tili leksikasini mazmuniy maydon sifatida o’rganish (shaxs
mikromaydoni) F.f.d.diss.Avtorefarat.Toshkent 1999.
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Resume: this article is about neologisms, their appearance in the particular
language, problems of understanding, translating problems and some ways of solving
them.
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The English language just like other European languages is now facing “a
neological boom”. This process has boosted a new branch of linguistics- neology. It’s a
science concerned with the investigation and description of the new vocabulary items.
Neology is a branch of linguistics which studies new words –neologisms. These studies
are related to such topics as the essence of neologisms, their origin in the English
language, means by which they are created, their assimilation in speech, delimitations of
neologisms and nonce words, problems of nomination processes in the language, the role
of motivation in creation of new words, etc. As a literary concept and term, ”neologism”
appeared in the early 18th century, at the time when the neoclassical practices of the
French Generation of 1660 began to consolidate, throughout Europe, into a body of
normative teaching[1]. The idea that different domains of human experience should be
represented in literature by distinct literary styles entailed the notion that each of these
styles should operate within distinct vocabulary. Usage, i.e., specific usage of the «best
Authors», «the Court», or «the City», determined the limits of this vocabulary, along with
other grammatical and stylistic properties. Authors using words and expressions (as well
as phrase structures) from outside this universe were said to use neologisms, new
expressions. Critics of the time conceived of neologism in literature as analogous to the
continuous creation and introduction of new lexical units into language, and they thought
of language change in general as a process of decay. Thus neologism was condemned on
both aesthetic and linguistic grounds and the term was used pejoratively only. This older
meaning of neologism, and the attitude it reflects, is still alive today.
The old meaning of neologism is synonymous with «barbarism», «gallicism» (in
English), «anglicism» (in French), and even «archaism». It is opposed to «purism». The
modern, neutral meaning of neologism appears early in the 19th century and, still
combated by Littré in French, gains acceptance towards the end of the century. The
expansion of the literary experience by the Romanticists, the Realists, and the Naturalists,
as well as the emergence of linguistics as an «objective» science has contributed to this
development – Victor E. Hanzeli. Thus, we may draw a conclusion that neology presents
so many disputable areas that it can still be considered as a timely and relevant topic for
linguistic investigation. The most crucial problem is that of the term itself. So far no
universal definition has been proposed, though the term is clearly motivated: neos/new/ +
logos/word/. So the simplest definition is “any new word or expression”. It is quite
laconic, but not quite scientifically correct. We proceed from the assumption that language
evolution is expressed in the change of nomination, i.e. correlation between form and
meaning of a vocabulary unit. A neologism then is any unit new either in form or in
meaning. It is but another testimony to a well-known fact that “language reflects faithfully
the spirit of the age and the latest outlook of a given society. So neology is a very much
socially bound science and implies some sociological study” and a neologism is a newly
coined word or phrase or a new meaning for an existing word, or a word borrowed from
another language.
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General involvement of people with the international social networks has led to the
emergence of special vocabulary understandable to users from different countries. Such
words as “selfie”, “avatar”, “follower”, “like”, “re-tweet”, “mem” have become everyday
instrument of communication within Internet groups. Due to mass involvement of
Russian and English native speakers with the cross-cultural Internet communication the
initial hypotheses of the conducted research was the assumption about simultaneous
fixation of new word in source-language and its using in receiver-language. Not all new
words come into this world the same way.
Word-formation is the way of how new different words are created and
morphemes are combined with each other. A more precise definition is given by G.N.
Babich in his book of English stylistics, (2002) “Word formation is that branch of lexicology
that studies the derivative structure of existing words and the patterns on which a
language builds new words. It is a certain principle of classification of lexicon and one of
the main ways of enriching the vocabulary”. Consequently, we can say that together with
borrowings from other languages, word-building is very significant in enriching and
enlarging English vocabulary. Most English vocabulary emerges by making new words
out of already existing words either by adding affixes or combining words together in
order to get compounds.
There are a lot of ways of word-formation which are very various and, of course,
there are major and minor means of building new words. To quote from the book of
lexicology written by G.N.Babich, neologisms are mainly coined according to the
productive models for word-building in the given languages. Most of the literary coinages
are built by means of affixation and word compounding. Also, in many other books of
stylistics and lexicology, it is said that affixation and compounding are the most
productive and dominant ways of coining new words. Galperin adds that “Most of the
literary-bookish coinages are built by means of affixation and word compounding that is
still predominant in coining new words”[2].
Russian lexicologist G.B. Antrushina distinguishes three most productive means of
word-building. They are: derivation, composition and conversion. The other wordformation processes are: shortening, sound-imitation, clipping, alphabetism, acronyms,
back-formation, blending and reduplication[3]. Let us look at each type in more detail in
what follows. Finally, diverging sense-development results in a semantic isolation of two
or more meanings of a word, whereas the process of word formation proper is
characterized by a certain semantic connection between the new word and the source
lexical unit. For these reasons diverging sense development leading to the appearance of
two or more homonyms should be regarded as a specific channel through which the
vocabulary of a language is replenished with new words and should not be treated on a
par with the processes of word-formation, such as affixation, conversion and composition.
So, neologisms are the best proof of the fact that languages are lively phenomena. The
more changes take place in it, the more neologisms appear. They reflect all changes
happening in our life from the development of technology to the cultural and sociopolitical alterations.
The research has been conducted in three stages.
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The first stage involved: studying the degree of scientific development of the
problem; identifying the subject matter, the scope and the purpose of the research;
developing the hypothesis; formulating the research objectives; defining the methods
adequate for the purpose and objectives of the study; revealing and describing the
problems related to defining neologisms, interpreting and translating them into Russian,
categorizing the neologisms according to: the standpoint of their formation; the criteria of
use.
At the second stage we theoretically justified and developed. a step-by-step action
plan for teaching EFL students how to understand and translate neologisms in the
economic discourse. Learning materials for the implementation of the developed step-bystep action plan in the educational process at the non-linguistic higher school were
selected.
The third stage included an experiment to test the effectiveness of the step-by-step
action plan; systematization and analysis of the results; drawing conclusions.
Having studied and analyzed the works by researchers in the field of translation
studies, theory and methodology of professional education, as well as our experience, we
identified the major stages of work with neologisms in the English language learning
environment at a non-linguistic higher school.
The problem of understanding and translation of neologisms ranks high on the list of
challenges students face. It is connected with the fact that no dictionary can keep up with
the penetration of new words and terms into all fields of knowledge with the modern,
rapid development of science, as well as natural language change due to the pervasive
influence of technology in our lives.
It is believed that language evolution has a dialectic character with two prevailing
forces characterizing it. The first force is kinematic which serves as an incentive for
language change. The second force is static that aims to preserve stability of the language
system without which it would not be able to fulfil its functions. That is why, one the one
hand, language following communication needs strives to keep consistence and stability,
but, on the other hand, reflecting the reality and being used in different areas of human
activity language extends its opportunities and undergoes constant change. Although, as
we have mentioned above, external factors such as scientific progress or expansion of
intercultural interaction play a significant role in the rise of neologisms, these are not the
only factors involved in this process. When working with the audience of advanced
English learners who are more interested in the laws of language development, one can
teach neologisms according to the intralinguistic factors that motivated their formation.
No new science is possible without neologisms, new words or new interpretations
of old words to describe and explain reality in new ways. How could Aristotle have
developed the logic of syllogisms or Newton the theory of dynamics without new
vocabularies and definitions? They were neologists, and everybody wanting to contribute
new knowledge must be. «To reject neologisms, often despicably, is to reject scientific
development. No sign of scientific conservatism is so telling as the rejection of all but the
established concepts of a school of thought. Neologisms are, however, relative to the
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terminological paradigm actually dominating a field of knowledge. It may be a radical
renewal to introduce terms from a tradition believed to be outmoded»[4]
There are various definitions of newly coined words in different dictionaries and
books. The most general is a new word or phrase in the language or already existing word
that acquires a completely new meaning and further is used as a new coinage, as we above
mentioned. As neologisms task is to serve a certain occasion with the time they may
disappear as quickly as they occur in the language. Thus, the fate of new coinages is
unclear as some of them may stay in the language for a long period of time whether others
become forgotten and useless. Neologisms remind us that language is not something set in
stone, but an evolving body of work, subject to adjustment, deletions, additions, and
change. As new things are invented, as slang becomes acceptable, and as new technologies
emerge, new words must fill in the gaps in language. Neologisms are a reflection of
language’s ability to grow and evolve with time, culture, and technology. Neologisms can
be quirky and fun mixes of words already in existence or completely new coinages made
up from thin air.
Using neologisms, or inventing words, is a difficult task. It requires creativity and a
willingness to consider defining something that has never been defined before.
Neologisms can be onomatopoeic or entirely unique words—you are free to be, as
neologisms by definition are new and interesting.
Neologisms serve to fill in blanks we have in our language. Neologisms are useful,
then, when such blanks are found. If you think about the wide range of feelings you have,
how sometimes happiness can overlap with pain, or how joy from the little things in life
doesn’t really have a name separate from other joys, you realize just how much possibility
there is for neologisms to enter our lexicon. Although your teacher may not accept
neologisms on a formal paper, they are fun in conversation and are often created by
celebrities, politicians, comedians, writers, and others. If we consider the cultural
acceptance, we can reckon that after being coined, neologisms invariably undergo scrutiny
by the public and by linguists to determine their suitability to the language. Many are
accepted very quickly; others attract opposition. Language experts sometimes object to a
neologism on the grounds that a suitable term for the thing described already exists in the
language. Non-experts who dislike the neologism sometimes also use this argument,
deriding the neologism as «abuse and ignorance of the language».[5]
Neologisms can be an interesting area for students to work on. Using different
examples of neologisms a teacher can present different word-formation models,
promoting students' vocabulary growth, improving analytical skills, ability to analyze and
adequately understand modern texts of mass media, which are the main sources of new
word-formations. Neologisms remind us that language is not something set in stone, but
an evolving body of work, subject to adjustment, deletions, additions, and change. As new
things are invented, as slang becomes acceptable, and as new technologies emerge, new
words must fill in the gaps in language. Thus, the central point in the development of a
certain language is enrichment and enlargement of its vocabulary. The newly created or
borrowed words known as neologisms (from Greek νεολογισμός) after a certain period of
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being perceived as unusual and new entered the stock of the English lexicon as its integral
part.
As a result, lexicological layer appears to be the first reliable indicator of the
constant and gradual linguistic transformation and development. And it is words that
make the changes in language noticeable and evident.
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